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Overview
• Youth resilience defined

• What do we know about 

SA youth resilience?

– Review 1990-2010

• Generic protective resources• Generic protective resources

• Indigenous protective 

resources

– Illustrations of process

• Way forward: 

implications?
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Resilience defined

Context: 
RISK-

LADEN
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Resilience defined

Context: 
RISK-

LADEN

Unexpected Unexpected 
positive 

development

or positive 
adaptation
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Conceptualisation of resilience

• Product of 

individual traits

• Product of • Product of 

multiple 

protective 

resources
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The roots  of youth resilience

Self

Culture

Community

Community

Relationships

Self

Community

Families

Self
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The roots  of youth resilience (Gunnestad, 2004)

Self

Culture

Existential 
support

External 

Community

Relationships

SelfExternal 
support

Internal 
support
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Conceptualisation of resilience

• Product of individual traits

• Product of multiple 

protective resources

• Person-context 

transactiontransaction
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Ordinary 

magic! magic! 
(Masten, 2001)
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Protective systems supporting 

ordinary magic

Attachment relationships
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Agency & mastery

Self-regulation

Meaning making

Cultural traditions & religion

Intelligence



Minding the gap:
How do these protective systems 

operate in non-Eurocentric operate in non-Eurocentric 

contexts?

(Boyden, 2003; Clauss-Ehlers, 2008; Masten, 

2009; Ungar, 2008; Ungar, 2010; Veeran & 

Morgan, 2009)
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Review of South African studies of youth resilience:

1990-
2010

2727

9 quan.

n = 42 
to 2391

9 qual. 7 m.m.

n = 7 -
625

2

Mainly Black & White adolescent youth 14



Multiple contexts of risk

• Violence

• Residential care

• Sexual abuse

• Learning disability

• Poverty

• Child-headed 

households and/or 

youth affected by 

HIV&AIDS
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Protective resources within self

•Specific personality traits
•goal orientation

•empathy

•optimism

•autonomy

• conservatism

•conscientiousness 

•the ability to self-regulate•the ability to self-regulate

•assertiveness 

•Problem solving skills

•Internal locus of control

•Sense of self-worth

•Preference for socially / system-

appropriate behavior

•Equanimity / stoicism 16



External protective resources: families

• Mothers & Grandmothers
•capacity to bond with children (violent 

contexts)

•agentic (take action)

•pillars / models of strength 

• Parents
•modeled good coping with trauma

embodied strengths /positive qualities•embodied strengths /positive qualities

•parenting practices

• Supportive extended family 

relationships 
•acceptance ( e.g. of poverty)

•practical solutions to daily difficulties

• joint participation in activities

•systemic experiences of belonging

•opportunities to pursue own education 
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External protective resources: community

•Schools
• teachers 

•supportive

•fair

•non-discriminatory

•motivating

•inspiring role models

•encouraging, helpful & caring.•encouraging, helpful & caring.

•safe space
•secure

•vent emotion / open up.

•well-resourced and 

attractive 

•academic excellence 

•after-school activity

•life-skills curricula 18



External protective resources: community

• Community support
– role models

– adults who supported youth success 

–– therapy and bereavement counselingtherapy and bereavement counseling

–– sharingsharing (of expertise, food, clothing, financial 

resources, advice)

– community mobilization & synergy

• Peers • Peers 
– social acceptance 

– development of positive identity and values

– talk to peers about troubling matters & trust them 

to help out

• Opportunities 
– for enjoyment/ competence 

– to access recreational resources 

– sense of security, comfort and belonging
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Existential support: faith

•Religion
•religious practices 

& values

•religious leaders 

•personal faith•personal faith

•being part of a 

religious 

community  = 

means to further 

support bases
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Existential support: cultural values

• Cultural values

�Among resilient black 

youth:

o Family community

o Ubuntu (respect / 

tolerance)tolerance)

o Ancestor worship

�Among resilient Afrikaans-

speaking  & black youth:

o conforming attitude to 

authority 

o religious commitment
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Generic vs indigenous protective resources 
Generic to resilience studies Indigenous to SA resilience studies

Personal protective resources:

Protective resources within self

External protective resources:

Parents

Supportive families

Schools

Community supportCommunity support

Peer support

Resilience-promoting opportunities

Existential protective resources:

Religion
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Generic vs indigenous protective resources 
Generic to resilience studies Indigenous to SA resilience studies

Personal protective resources

Protective resources within self Conservatism

Equanimity / stoicism

External protective resources:

Parents Mothers & Grandmothers (-fathers)

Practical support from extended familySupportive families

Schools •Non-discriminatory teachers

Opportunities to vent•Opportunities to vent

Community support •Sharing (of expertise, food, clothing, financial 

resources, advice)

Peer support

Resilience-promoting opportunities

Existential protective resources:

Religion •Family communities

•Ubuntu values (respect / acceptance /tolerance)

•Traditional practices: e.g. ancestral worship 23



EMERGING 

ILLUSTRATIONS OF ILLUSTRATIONS OF 

PROCESS
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Three South African case 

studies to illustrate 

the reciprocity of the reciprocity of 

protective 

systemic resources
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Tsepo

Attachment: 
Grandfather  

Shepherd-boys

Cultural resources / 
practices: 

Traditional stories

Ancestral contact

Meaning making & 
ubuntu

Tsepo
Ancestral contact

Agency & 
mastery            

Self-regulation

Sharing 

play & 

sharing 

knowledge
26



Attachment

“When we were in the veld we met other boys who did the same thing

that I was doing - they were maybe from another village and then

they came to this village just to do work and get paid … so they

were never treated good. Whenever we were in the veld we got

together and we just talked….where I stay they give me this, where Itogether and we just talked….where I stay they give me this, where I

stay they give me that. We interacted, we played, we swam, we did

everything together -soso wewe becamebecame aa familyfamily. So the ones that went

to school, they were friends, and the ones that look after cattle

were friends. So we were two groups. AndAnd wewe regardedregarded ourselvesourselves

asas thethe strongstrong onesones andand notnot mammas’mammas’ babiesbabies and that made us

realise that we are growing stronger … Yes, there was nothing we

could do. If we didn’t accept we would have done every day angry

in our hearts. SoSo wewe justjust acceptedaccepted that we were strong and

everything just became simple.” 27



The power of stories and 

acceptance of stories
• “Most of the time he used to tell me that story … to

avoid trouble. He used to tell me - II amam cleverclever youyou

seesee - he told me you are clever and people like you

end up in trouble. II thinkthink therethere isis anotheranother sideside ofof

meme thatthat hehe sawsaw soso hehe taughttaught meme …. So he told mememe thatthat hehe sawsaw soso hehe taughttaught meme …. So he told me

stories: if you do this, this will happen. Now I think

like they [stories] were preventivepreventive measuresmeasures. He

was preventing me from getting into a lot of trouble

and becoming a bad person to other community

members. SoSo thosethose storiesstories actuallyactually helpedhelped me,me, andand II

willwill alsoalso telltell themthem toto mymy childchild.”
28



Ancestral worship
He [Grandfather] lived Ubuntu.  Even at his funeral, most people came.

I: So he is not part of your life anymore?

In spirit I’m still with himIn spirit I’m still with him…. because maybe when I am in trouble, or I 

am scared, or something, I just say … I just pray  … he taught meI just pray  … he taught me. I 

just say ‘Our Father,’ and I just talk to him: ‘wherever you are, if you Our Father,’ and I just talk to him: ‘wherever you are, if you 

are still looking out for me, please help me to go through are still looking out for me, please help me to go through 

this…Amen.’this…Amen.’

I: And what happens then?

Then eventually things just come right

I: And why do you think they come right?

I think he is with me. I think he is helping meI think he is with me. I think he is helping me. ‘Cause, I am also, when I 

am talking to him I say: ‘Even if it does not go the way I want, just just 

give me strength to accept give me strength to accept that things did not go the way I wanted 

it to go’ … I ask him to just give me that power to acceptjust give me that power to accept that I failed 

and that I can’t change that. I have to do it again. I have to do it again… 29



Ubuntu
He [Grandfather] always tell me that how I treat other people - I must also expect

that thing to be done to me, soso ifif II expectexpect peoplepeople toto dodo goodgood thingsthings toto me,me, thenthen II

shouldshould alsoalso dodo goodgood thingsthings forfor themthem andand inin returnreturn theythey willwill dodo goodgood thingsthings forfor

meme..

I: Can you give me an example how that has helped you?

…when I was doing my Grade 12. I was good in maths, but I had problems with

Biology. So there was this guy that was good in Biology and then I had to make

friends with him, because I realised that this guy can help me to understand

Biology better andand II cancan helphelp himhim withwith mathematicsmathematics. And then one day - it was

after school - and we were sitting there, both of us, and I had two packets ofafter school - and we were sitting there, both of us, and I had two packets of

Simba chips andand II gavegave himhim oneone and he accepted it and I introduced myself to him

and inin aa politepolite wayway … And I said to him ‘I study alone and I would like to study

with you, especially when it comes to your department, Biology.’ And he said:

‘You are more than welcome to study with me but most of the time I struggle

with maths.’ I said: ‘No we will do maths the whole day, then the other day we

will do Biology.’ AndAnd II putput mymy efforteffort intointo helpinghelping himhim. And when we do Biology,

hehe alsoalso appliedapplied thethe samesame strategiesstrategies …See whenwhen youyou areare humblehumble, most things will

come your way, but if you are rude everything will just overtake you. ButBut ifif youyou

areare willingwilling toto talktalk toto someonesomeone ,, andand willingwilling toto acceptaccept anyoneanyone withwith oror withoutwithout

problems,problems, II thinkthink youyou makemake aa greatgreat personperson.. 30



Mastery

During the day when other kids are at school, we will play, make

statues out of clay. We made cows, animals, and then immediately

when we had made them, we called ‘This is my family’; the other

one stayed there, the other there - and we pictured ourselves. I had

many cattle and sheep - I also had a tractor. Then, that person

doesn’t have a tractor - thenthen II gogo toto helphelp himhim: he hires the tractor

and he gives me one cow. Then itit waswas funfun. Like when we areand he gives me one cow. Then itit waswas funfun. Like when we are

playing, I felt, I felt like a real farmer, I was having a real tractor, and

most of them will come to me asking for my help with my tractor,

and wewe dodo itit inin aa respectingrespecting wayway: “Morning Mr * I am here to ask for

a tractor” OK, so I am the bosss, it is my tractor now - I’ll have three

sheep for that tractor ……..

I: So it gave you feeling of power?

Yes, I have realised that II cancan bebe inin controlcontrol sometimessometimes.



Tsepo

Attachment: 
Grandfather  

Shepherd-boys

Cultural resources: 
Traditional stories

Ancestral contact

Meaning making & 
ubuntu

Tsepo

Agency & 
mastery            

Self-regulation

Sharing 

play & 

sharing 

knowledge
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Pule

Attachment: 
Grandmother 

Siblings       
Mentors

Cultural resources: 
Grandmother’s stories

Meaning making & 
ubuntu & religion

Pule

Agency & 
mastery            

Self-regulation

Sharing 

knowledge 

& food
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“…so everything that was negative in my life, I had to turn to

positive … I pushed myself so hard that I didn’t allow

anything…from this side[school] to come into my life...but

when I got home, that’s when I started crying. I would cry

and say ‘It’s bad’, and ‘God why is this happening to me?’

Until I stopped one day and said, ‘I don’t have to blame

God,’ So that’s another thing that I put down: instead of

saying God why is this thing happening to me, I put a newsaying God why is this thing happening to me, I put a new

statement: ‘God what will I do to solve this?’ What makes

me happy now, is that I didn’t lose my cousins to this very

hard life. There was a point whereby I didn’t care about

myself. I only cared about what’s gonna happen to them.

’Cause they are the new generation, so I was already

declaring myself as the old generation (laughs). So I, I

developed them because I was a role model to them … I

adopted it from my Granny …”
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Bongi

Attachment: 
Mother

3 of his 7 brothers

Cultural resources: 
Family community

Meaning making & 
ubuntu & religion

Bongi

Agency & 
mastery            

Self-regulation

Sharing 

food & 

sharing 

funds
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Process of resilience

Network 
resources

Existential 
resources

Personal 
resources
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Process continued

Existential 
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Two South African case studies 

to illustrate the contextuality of 

the resilience process:the resilience process:

rural & urban: the Pathways to 

Resilience Study
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MmogoMmogo data: QwaQwadata: QwaQwaMmogoMmogo data: QwaQwadata: QwaQwa
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MmogoMmogo data: Bethlehemdata: Bethlehem 41



Process of 

resilience

Personal 
resources

Network 
resources

Existential 
resources

Personal 
resources
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Process continued

Existential 
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Way forward: focus on indigenous

Rigorous exploration of systemic 
protective processes

� germane and situational protective 
processes and their distinctive 
ecological application
� HIV&AIDS
�Acculturation

Longitudinal studies
44

Policy & 
practice



Ordinary magic! 
(Masten, 2001)
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